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To Sharon, who suffered me in quarantine,
and the twenty years before that.

Puzzle 6

Are We There Yet?
time.go
package main
import (
"fmt"
"time"
)
func main() {
timeout := 3
fmt.Printf("before ")
time.Sleep(timeout * time.Millisecond)
fmt.Println("after")
}

Guess the Output

Try to guess what the output is before moving to the next page.
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This code will not compile.
When you write timeout := 3, the Go compiler will do a type inference. In this
case it will infer that timeout is an int. Then in line 11, you multiply timeout (int
type) with time.Millisecond (which is of time.Duration type), which is not allowed.
You have several options to fix this.
Change the type of timeout to time.Duration (line 9):
var timeout time.Duration = 3

Make timeout a const, and then its type will be resolved in the context of usage
(line 9):
const timeout = 3

Use a type conversion to convert timeout to time.Duration (line 11):
time.Sleep(time.Duration(timeout) * time.Millisecond)

Further Reading
Type Inference on Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_inference

Type Inference in the Go Tour
tour.golang.org/basics/14

go/types: The Go Type Checker in golang/example
https://github.com/golang/example/tree/master/gotypes

time.Duration
golang.org/pkg/time/#Duration

Type Conversions in the Go Specification
golang.org/ref/spec#Conversions
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